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In the spirit of some results due to Jean Dhombres and to Roman Ger we discuss problems
when two given functional inequalities are alien to each other, i.e. when each solution
of the inequality formed by adding the two given inequalities side-by-side satisﬁes each
inequality separately.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Assume that X is a compact and Hausdorff topological space and C(X) denotes the space of all continuous real-valued
functions deﬁned on X and equipped with the supremum norm. In 1980 M. Raˇdulescu [9] proved that if an operator
T : C(X) → C(X) satisﬁes the following system:{
T ( f + g) T ( f ) + T (g),
T ( f · g) T ( f ) · T (g), (1)
for each f , g ∈ C(X) then there exist a clopen subset B ⊆ X and a continuous function ϕ : X → X such that
T ( f ) = χB · f ◦ ϕ,
where χ denotes the characteristic function of a given set. In particular, T is linear, multiplicative and continuous.
This result was later generalized by P. Volkmann [10] to the case where the domain is a ring. Next step is done in
paper [1] of J. Dhombres: it is proved that if A is a ring and R is an ordered ring in which nonzero elements have positive
squares then each solution T : A → R of (1) is an additive and multiplicative mapping. More recently, Z. Ercan [3] has shown
that Raˇdulescu’s assumption that X is a compact Hausdorff space may be dropped.
P. Volkmann [10] observed that the above-mentioned results will not remain true if we reverse one or both of inequal-
ities in the system (1). In fact, one may easily provide suitable counterexamples. The absolute value of a real number is
subadditive and multiplicative. If we take −χR\Q on R, then this is an example of superadditive and submultiplicative map-
ping. Moreover, the assumptions upon the domain cannot be relaxed too much even if mappings considered are smooth.
For instance, the function [2,+∞)  x → −1+ x ∈R is superadditive and supermultiplicative.
In 1988 J. Dhombres [2] studied relations between a system of equations (for our convenience from now on let us denote
the unknown function by f and the variables by x, y):{
f (x+ y) = f (x) + f (y),
f (xy) = f (x) f (y), (2)
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f (x+ y) + f (xy) = f (x) + f (y) + f (x) f (y), (3)
and a more general equation:
af (xy) + bf (x) f (y) + cf (x+ y) + d( f (x) + f (y)) = 0, (4)
for mapping f deﬁned on a ring which is divisible by 2 and which possesses a unit and having values in a ﬁeld. In particular,
J. Dhombres provided suﬃcient conditions under which each solution of (3) is a ring homomorphism, i.e. satisﬁes (2). Later,
this results has been developed and generalized in a few directions by R. Ger [4–6] and R. Ger and L. Reich [7]. The term
“alienation phenomenon” was introduced in order to characterize the effect that each solution of a single equation satisﬁes
the corresponding system of equations.
In 1993 C. Hammer [8] dealt with real-to-real, continuous and differentiable at zero solutions of a single functional in-
equality which was formed by adding side-by-side both inequalities from (1). His result states that f :R→R is continuous,
differentiable at zero and satisﬁes
f (x+ y) + f (xy) f (x) + f (y) + f (x) f (y), x, y ∈R (5)
if and only if f is constant and equal to 0 or
f (x) = x+ a − 1
a
(
eax − 1), x ∈R,
with a = f ′(0) 1. A straightforward observation is that the inequality (5) is essentially weaker than the system (1).
In the present paper we generalize the above-mentioned result of C. Hammer in a few directions. First, we will start with
two unknown functions instead of one. Secondly, we take an arbitrary linear combination of inequalities from (1) instead of
the sum. Our objective is to check whether the alienation phenomenon holds true for inequalities discussed. As it probably
comes as no surprise, from results obtained it follows that such behavior is characteristic for boundary cases only.
For the sake of brevity let us introduce the following notations of the additive and multiplicative Cauchy differences.
Namely, for f :R→R we will denote:
C f (x, y) = f (x+ y) − f (x) − f (y), x, y ∈R,
M f (x, y) = f (xy) − f (x) f (y), x, y ∈R.
In our ﬁrst result we deal with a quite general situation with two unknown functions.
Lemma 1. Assume that mappings f : R→ R and g : R→ R are differentiable at zero, g is continuous and α,β ∈ R are arbitrary. If
f and g satisfy f (0) = g(0) = 0 and




f ′(x) − f ′(0)) = βg′(0)(g(x) − x), x ∈R (7)
and if additionally α 
= 0 then f is continuously differentiable.
Proof. Inequality (6) can be rewritten as
α
[
f (x+ y) − f (x)] α f (y) − β[g(xy) − g(x)g(y)], x, y ∈R. (8)
Then, apply (8) with x replaced by x+ y and y replaced by −y to obtain
α
[
f (x+ y) − f (x)]−α f (−y) + β[g(−(x+ y)y)− g(x+ y)g(−y)], x, y ∈R. (9)
Now, assume for a moment that y > 0 and divide (8) and (9) side-by-side by y. We get
α
f (x+ y) − f (x)
y














f (x+ y) − f (x)  α f (−y) − β
[
(x+ y) g(−(x+ y)y) − g(−y) g(x+ y)
]
y −y −(x+ y)y −y
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jointly with the assumption that f (0) = g(0) = 0 we arrive at
α f ′+(x) = α f ′(0) − β
[
xg′(0) − g′(0)g(x)], x ∈R.
One can easily check that by repeating the foregoing calculations for y < 0 we obtain an analogous formula for the left
derivative of α f . Therefore, equality (7) is proved. If additionally α 
= 0 then from (7) it immediately follows that f ′ is
continuous. 
Remark 1. The assumption f (0) = g(0) = 0 in the foregoing lemma is essential. Indeed, if one takes two arbitrary mappings
f : R→ R and g : R→ R (differentiable or not) such that f (R) ⊂ [−2,−1] and g(R) ⊂ [ 14 , 12 ] then it is easy to see that
inequality (6) is fulﬁlled with every α  0 and β  0. Assuming only that f (0) = 0 or that g(0) = 0 is not suﬃcient, too.
To see this it is enough to take f = 0 and g the same as previously or f as previously and g = 0, respectively. Clearly, the
restriction that α  0 and β  0 can be easily omitted by suitable modiﬁcations of the foregoing examples. However, for
some special cases of (6) the condition f (0) = g(0) = 0 is ensured automatically (see Remark 3 below).
Remark 2. It is worth to note that Lemma 1 provides a joint generalization of the following two well-known facts:
1. Each subadditive or superadditive mapping f : R→ R which is differentiable at zero and f (0) = 0 is of the form f (x) = f ′(0)x
for each x ∈R.
2. Each submultiplicative or supermultiplicative mapping g : R→ R which is differentiable at zero and continuous, g(0) = 0 and
g′(0) 
= 0 is of the form g(x) = x for each x ∈R.
Indeed, it suﬃces to apply Lemma 1 with β = 0 and α = ±1 or f = 0 and β = ±1, respectively.
In what follows we will deal with a special case of (6), which can be viewed as an analogue of (4) for functional
inequalities. In particular, we generalize the result of C. Hammer (see also Remark 3 below).
Theorem 1. Assume that f : R→ R is differentiable at zero and continuous and b, c ∈ R are arbitrary nonzero constants. Then f
satisﬁes
f (x+ y) + bf (xy) f (x) + f (y) + cf (x) f (y), x, y ∈R (10)
jointly with f (0) = 0 if and only if f = 0 or
f (x) = ac − b
ac2
[
eacx − 1]+ b
c
x, x ∈R, (11)
where a = f ′(0) and moreover ac > 0 and (ac − b)bc  0.
Proof. First, we will prove the “only if” part. Let us take α = 1, β = b2c−1 and g = b−1c · f . We see that inequality (6) is
fulﬁlled. Therefore, invoking Lemma 1 we get that f is continuously differentiable and satisﬁes the following (linear of 1st
degree and non-homogeneous) ordinary differential equation:
f ′(x) = cf ′(0) f (x) − bf ′(0)x+ f ′(0), x ∈R.
If we assume that f 
= 0, which is equivalent to f ′(0) 
= 0, then by an elementary method we derive the following solution
of this equation:




x+ b − ac
ac2
, x ∈R,
with a = f ′(0). Thus we have (11). It remains to prove that ac > 0 and (ac−b)bc  0. A direct but tedious calculation allows




aceacxy +eacxeacy − (1+ acy)eacx − (1+ acx)eacy − ac(1− x− y) + 1] 0, x, y ∈R. (12)





2 + e2acx − 2(1+ acx)eacx + 1− ac + 2acx] 0, x ∈R.
One may observe that in the case ac > 0 if we pass x → +∞ then the fastest growing summand is the ﬁrst one in brackets.
Therefore, necessarily (ac−b)bc  0. Moreover, if ac < 0 then by passing x → −∞ we may deduce that this time the second
summand is growing fastest and hence the same inequality is true.
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(ac − b)bc  0. We arrive at the following estimate:
ace−acx2 − (1+ acx)eacx − (1− acx)e−acx − ac + 2 0, x ∈R.
This time, if we assume that ac < 0 then by passing x → +∞ and using the fact that the ﬁrst summand is the fastest
growing element we reach a contradiction. Therefore ac > 0, as claimed.
To prove the “if” part we need to verify the validity of estimate (12) in case if ac > 0 and (ac − b)bc  0. First, let us
note that the factor (abc − b2)/(a2c3) is positive. Next, introduce the following notation:
Γ (t) = eact − 1− act, t ∈R.




acΓ (xy) + Γ (x) · Γ (y)] 0, x, y ∈R. 
The following corollary answers the question when the alienation phenomenon holds true for (10).
Corollary 1. Assume that f : R → R is differentiable at zero and continuous and b, c ∈ R are arbitrary nonzero constants. If f
satisﬁes (10) jointly with f (0) = 0 then f solves the system{
f (x+ y) f (x) + f (y), x, y ∈R,
bf (xy) cf (x) f (y), x, y ∈R, (13)
if and only if f = 0 or f ′(0) = bc .
Proof. The suﬃciency of the condition f ′(0) = b/c can be easily veriﬁed. To prove its necessity assume that f 
= 0. We
will use the fact that f is in particular subadditive, differentiable at zero and f (0) = 0. Therefore f is a linear mapping.




which jointly with additional conditions upon a, b and c postulated by Theorem 1 implies the desired equality ac = b. 
Remark 3. Remark 1 shows that in a general case the assumption that the unknown function vanishes at zero cannot be
dropped. However, in some particular situations condition f (0) = 0 follows directly from (10). In particular, this is true in
the case of the already mentioned result of C. Hammer. More generally, substitution x = 0 and y = 0 in (10) leads us to the
estimation (b − 1) f (0) cf (0)2. If for instance c > 0 and b = 1 then we immediately obtain f (0) = 0.
Special cases of (10), where b = 0 or c = 0 in Theorem 1 cannot be derived directly from Lemma 1 and we will treat
them separately.
Theorem 2. Assume that f :R→R is differentiable at zero and continuous and b ∈R is an arbitrary constant. Then f satisﬁes
f (x+ y) + bf (xy) f (x) + f (y), x, y ∈R (14)
jointly with f (0) = 0 if and only if
f (x) = −1
2
abx2 + ax, x ∈R, (15)
where a = f ′(0) and if moreover b 
= 0 then a 0.
Proof. Directly from (14) we obtain the following inequality:




− bx f (xy)
xy
,
for each y > 0 and the reverse one for y < 0.
Next, after substitution x → x+ y, y → −y we reach the estimate
f (x+ y) − f (x)  f (−y) − b(x+ y) f (−(x+ y)y)
y −y −(x+ y)y
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equation:
f ′(x) = f ′(0) − bf ′(0)x, x ∈R.
Now, by a simple integration and then comparing coeﬃcients we deduce that
f (x) = −1
2
abx2 + ax, x ∈R,
where a = f ′(0). To ﬁnish the proof we need to insert this equality into (14) and derive that a 0 unless b = 0. 
Theorem 3. Assume that f : R→ R is differentiable at zero and continuous and c ∈ R is an arbitrary nonzero constant. Then f
satisﬁes
f (x+ y) f (x) + f (y) + cf (x) f (y), x, y ∈R (16)
jointly with f (0) = 0 if and only if
f (x) = 1
c
[
eacx − 1], x ∈R, (17)
where a = f ′(0).
Proof. From (16) we deduce that:




+ cf (x) f (y)
y
,
for each y > 0 and that the reverse inequality holds for y < 0.
Then, substitute x → x+ y, y → −y to obtain




1+ cf (x+ y)]
for each y > 0 and the reverse estimate for y < 0. Next, pass with y to zero in the above inequalities to arrive at:
f ′(x) = f ′(0)[1+ cf (x)], x ∈R.
It is straightforward to check that the solution of this differential equation is of the form
f (x) = 1
c
[
eacx − 1], x ∈R,
with a = f ′(0). To ﬁnish the proof it is enough to put this into (16) and see that in fact equality is achieved for each a and
each c. 
Remark 4. In view of Lemma 1 it may by tempting to solve (6) completely by calculating from equality (7) the form of g
and inserting the result into inequality (6).
Take x = 0 in (7) to derive that β = 0 or g(0) = 0 or g′(0) = 0. Clearly, under assumptions of Lemma 1, if g′(0) = 0 then
f is constant (unless α = 0). Consequently, βMg(x, y) α f ′(0) = 0 for each x, y ∈R.
Now, let us assume that g′(0) 
= 0. We will transform (6) to a functional-differential inequality with one unknown
function only.
It will be convenient for us to substitute f1(x) = f (x) − f ′(0)x for x ∈R. Therefore, f ′1(0) = 0 and (7) turns into
α f ′1(x) = βg′(0)
(
g(x) − x), x ∈R.
Assume additionally that α 
= 0 and β 
= 0. Then we may put
ϕ(x) = g′(0)−1β−1α f1(x), x ∈R.
Therefore, we reduced (7) further to
g(x) = ϕ′(x) + x, x ∈R, (18)





ϕ(x+ y) − ϕ(x) − ϕ(y))+ g(xy) − g(x)g(y)] 0, x, y ∈R. (19)





ϕ(x+ y) − ϕ(x) − ϕ(y))+ ϕ′(xy) − ϕ′(x)y − ϕ′(y)x+ ϕ′(x)ϕ′(y)] 0, x, y ∈R. (20)
However, this inequality seems to be hard to solve in its full generality. Note that we know that ϕ is continuously differen-
tiable, possesses second derivative at zero, ϕ′(0) = 0 and ϕ′′(0) 
= 1 since g′(0) 
= 0.
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